**LEVER HANDLE ROSES**

**52mm round rose**
- Concealed fixings
- Through bolt fixing (38mm c/c)
- Sprung as standard (un sprung available)
- Fixed dead available

**52mm square rose**
- Concealed fixings
- Through bolt fixing (41mm c/c)
- Sprung as standard (un sprung available)
- Fixed dead available

**Oval rose**
- Concealed fixings
- Face fixing
- Un sprung

**52mm round scallop rose**
- Concealed fixings
- Through bolt fixing (38mm c/c)
- Sprung as standard (un sprung available)
- Fixed dead available

**64mm round pre bore rose – North America only**
- Concealed fixings
- Fixed dead available

**Rectangular rose**
- Concealed fixings
- Face fixing
- Un sprung
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